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Comments Share Setting is a great game mechanics in the hat in time, allowing the player to change parts of the aesthetic game through music, Flairs, dyes and costumes. During the Hat Kid adventure, she can unlock settings by exchanging Rift Tokens in the Orb Machine, hidden behind barrels in the
main room of the Hat Kid spaceship, or completing each Time Rift for the first time. Settings include Hat Flairs to change the look of some hats, palettes that change the colors of Hat Kid clothing/hair, and remixes to change the music in certain levels/areas. According to the second DLC for PC and switch
versions, the number of customizable acquirable roulette troughs is a total of 35. Listed: Hat Flairs (17) Kid's Hat (3) Sprint Hat (4) Brewing Hat (1) Ice Hat (4) Mask Dwellers (3) Time Stop Hat (2) Color Palette (11) Mafia City (2) Battle Birds (2) Mafia City: Electronic RemixMafia Boss:Orchestral Remix
Moon: Jazz RemixTrain Rush: Electro Swing Remix Subcon Forest (2) Time Rift (1) Subcon Village: Sci-Fi RemixYour Contract Expired: Orchestral Remix Those Do Will Be Mentioned Below. Image caption Rarity Color change description of Kid's Hat and Yes gives the Kid hat a favorite bow hat. Kid's
Hat - Yes gives your favorite Hat Kid hat a bow and vertical stripes. Kid's Hat - Yes gives your favorite Hat Kid hat a rose and vertical stripes. Sprint Hat and Yes replaces the Sprint Hat with a ladybug headband. The red color of the group changes to the color of the Hat Kid color palette if it is equipped.
Sprint Hat - Yes replaces sprint hat with dinosaur hoodie. Sprint Hat No. replaces Sprint Hat with Boy's News Cap. The cover also includes several technological enhancements like the microphone and the enhancement of eyepieces on the glasses, although they are purely cosmetic. Brewing hat No
Gives The Brewing Hat pink and white stripes, making it look like Vivian's hat in Mario paper: Millennial Door. Ice Hat - Yes Changes the Ice Hat into a holiday Santa Hat. Ice hat - Yes, changes the ice hat to the night hat with cat ears on top. The base hat next to the rim and at the end of the lid change
color along with any changes to the palette equipped, the default is purple and yellow. Ice hat No Changes the Ice Hat in a yak hat with a pony tail. Mask resident and no alternative from Fox mask to pink kitschuna mask for inhabitants. The icons stick to the top of the forehead and the ends of the ears.
Resident mask - no alternative from Fox mask to Bull resident Mask. The icons stick to the top of the forehead and the ends of the horn. Resident mask - no alternative from a Fox mask to a white tattooed mask for the inhabitants. The icons stick to the top of the forehead and the ends of the horn. Kid's
Hat - Yes also known as Completion Kid's Hat. Changes Kid's Hat to have a tartan pattern and ribbon to have polka dots. Given to the player after receiving all parts of time. (The Xbox and Playstation version failed, and thus can't be obtained there) The Modding Update Flairs Modding update has added
some new talent to some of the hats. However, since this was an update only for the PC version of the game, these talents cannot be obtained in the PS4 and Xbox single version. They appear in the Nintendo Switch version, however. Image caption Rarity's Hat Color Change Description Sprint Hat No
mask resembling a chicken. It doesn't cover hat Kid hair, but the red chicken comb is on top of the head. Ice Hat No Changes Ice Hat on nautilus shell with blue tentacles on the side. Most likely a reference to Lord Helix, a meme from Twitch plays Pokemon. Time Stop Hat - No Changes the Time Stop
Hat in a hat resembling a panda fused with squid. Time Stop Hat - No Changes the Time Stop Hat in a foil hat with crazy eyes. This would be perfect for stopping foreigners if you weren't the one yourself. Death Wish Flairs Is a Hat Flairs that can be found cleaning the problem in the death of the Wish
Mode Image Hat Reward from the color change Description of Sprint Hat Rift Collapse: Mafia Cooks Yes Changes Sprint Hat Bow, which is on the back of the head. Encore Brewing Hat! Encore! No change to the Brewing Hat in the Chef's Hat. Ice Hat Mustache Glove Unchanged Ice Hat Knight steering
Hat Cruizin 'for Bruzin' No Changes Sprint Hat in Captain Nyakuza Hat Flairs Hat Hat Flairs These hats are added with Nyakuza Metro DLC and can be bought from a gang of sellers throughout the area. Image copyright Hat Price Colour Image caption Kid's Hat 150 is not bought from a cat at the yellow
Station Overpass Changes Kid's Hat on the Floral Crown. The Sprint Hat 150 Yes changes sprint hat to indigo cover. Brewing hat 150 No Bought from one of three alley cats near the jewelry store. Changes the Brewing Hat to a bandage with cat ears and a mask with a cat's nose and mouth on it. This
flair also alters the explosions of potions in the dollar explosions Brewing Hat 150 Not bought from a cat near the hatch in Green Clean Station. Changes the Brewing Hat into a beanie for a burger. The mask of resident 150 Yes, bought from a cat at the Station Yellow Overpass, changes the mask of a
resident on a yellow beret, in glasses. Time Stop Hat 150 Yes bought from a cat next to a bluefin ticket seller in the Bluefin Tunnel time change Stop Hat in a helmet with an ear piece, inside a translucent balloon. Time Stop Hat 150 Yes bought from Above the pink paw, the ticket seller at Pink Paw
Station changes stop hat time to a pair of headphones. Event Hat Flairs These hats were given at specific events such as being a defender and being at Speedrun events. Image Hat Rarity Color Change Event Description Kid's Hat - Yes Speedrun Event 1 gives your favorite Hat Kid bow hat, and a digital
timer. Kid's Hat - Yes Backer exclusive, gives your favorite Hat Kid bow hat, and green rose. Color Palette Normal Dyes Title Appearance Rarity Description Blueberry Pie - Changes Hat Kid shirt and dark blue hat, her cloak and ribbon yellow, her pants with white, her tan boots, and blonde hair dyes.
Forest Critter - Change Hat Kid shirt and forest green hat, her cloak and ribbon strong yellow green, her pants are white, her boots are brown, her clasp is orange and blonde hair dyes. This makes it look like a reference from the legend of zelda: Wind Waker. Minty Fresh - Turns hat kid shirt and olive
green hat, her cape and ribbon moss green, her clasp honey yellow and dyes her hair ash blonde. The margin of the night - Changing The Hat Kid Scarlet Shirt, her hat and red wine pants, her cloak purple, her brown boots, her rose clasp, her crimson ribbon and dyed her hair mise. These colors are the
same as Nico from the indie game OneShot. This became apparent due to the fact that Nightmarein is the online name of the main artist, character designer, musician and co-author of OneShot. Freedom and change Hat Kid shirt and white hat, her cloak red, her pants and blue boots, her cloak red, and
her ribbon lilac, dying her hair of the same color. This color is based on the lilac from the Freedom Planet series. Captain of the Sea and changing hat kid shirt and navy ribbon, her hat, cape and white shoes, her space blue pants and her zipper and zipper yellow. Cookie Dough and changes Hat Kid shirt,
hat and lemon boots, her cloak and ribbon pink, and her pants and clasp purple. Bloody Moon - Changes hat Kid shirt and dark red hat, her cloak, ribbon and pants black, and her cotton, zipper, boots and hair white. Cute 'n Dangerous y turns Hat Kid shirt, hat and pink boots, her cloak and ribbon fucsia,
her clasp-clasp-clasp-zipper-lightning gold and dyes her blonde hair. It's the same color palette as Princess Peach from the Mario series. The big appetite is changing hat kid shirt and purple hat, her cape and ribbon yellow, her pants purple, her green boots, her clasp light pink and dyes her hair black.
This palette is the same as Wario, one of the antagonists of the Mario series. It also looks like a regular Hat Kid outfit. Widow - turns hat kid shirt and raven black hat, her cloak, ribbon and pants ink black, her turquoise clasp, her zipper red brown and dyes her hair black. DLC dyes These color palettes are
added with DLC. Cardboard is added with the seal of the deal and Rest with nyakuza subway. None of these dyes are in roulette, and are instead bought from the NPC or rewards for performing certain tasks. Image caption The Cardboard Reward for cleaning Snatcher Coins in mafia TownThis palette
print deal exclusive gives a cardboard texture to Hat Kid's clothing. Green beans bought from a cat near the Empress's jewelry store for 25 pons. Makes a Hat Kid shirt and a top hat group dark blue, and her hat and cloak light green. Worthy bought from a cat near the Empress's jewelry store for 75 pon
gives Hat Kid a dark red diamond pattern on the shirt, and a gray cloak. Unpleasant bought from a cat near the Empress's jewelry store for 75 pon gives a square pattern to her cloak, having extremely saturated shades of sky blue and yellow, a shirt saturated blue, trousers bright pink, and shoes yellow.
Mixed berries bought from a cat at the main station for 25 pons Change Hat Kid shirt on blue, her cloak in red, and her white pants. Citrus bought from a cat at the main station next to a yellow ticket gate for 75 pons gives Hat Kid a lemon-lime color scheme. Fortress Bought from a cat in a yellow station
overpass next to a blue ticket gate for 25 pons This dye, along with Battlements Dye, is based off the fortress team 2, and its own paint system for its various cosmetics. The Reds and Orange are probably due to the red team of this game. Battlements bought from a cat in the yellow overpass station next
to the blue ticket gate for 75 pons This dye, along with the fortress of dye, is based from Team Fortress 2, and its own paint system for its various cosmetics. The Blues and Yellows are probably due to this game in the blu team. Justice bought from a cat in the yellow overpass station next to the blue ticket
gate for 75 pons This dye gives the hat a baby that same palette as the mustache girl, sporting a belt unique to this dye. Cherry Soda bought from a cat at the Yellow Overpass station just after one of the yellow ticket gates for a 25 pons Hat Kid shirt bright red, her cloak white, and black pants. Busy Bee
bought from a cat in the yellow station Overpass just after one of the yellow gate ticket for 25 pons gives Hat Kid a color scheme bumblebee. Coffee with cream bought from a cat in the yellow station Overpass just after one of the yellow ticket gates for the 75 pons Change Hat Kid shirt on the brown to
white gradient, her cloak white, and pants dark brown. Pizza Time bought from a cat in yellow station Overpass just after one of the yellow gate ticket for the 75 pons title references the iconic line from the 2004 film Spider-Man 2. Bleeding Edge bought from a cat near a bluefin ticket seller in the Bluefin
Tunnel for 25 pons This skin seems to reference Shadow Hedgehog from the Sonic Hedgehog series. Milky Way bought from cat near blue ticket seller in Bluefin Tunnel for 75 Giving a Hat Kid shirt and light blue shoes, her cape is purple, along with a star pattern, her pants are white, and her blonde hair.
Ribbit bought from a cat next to a pink ticket seller for 25 pons giving Hat Kid frogs like a color scheme. Some think it might represent Yoshi with the isle of Yoshi and Mario series or Tamagon in the world of the devil. Anarchy Bought from a cat next to a pink ticket seller for 75 Pons makes a Hat Kid in an
indigo cloak, her hair and pants light blue, and her shirt has a black and purple striped pattern. Too hot to handle bought from a cat seller for 75 pons makes hair Hat Kid orange, and puts a fiery pattern on her cloak and shirt. Remixes Changes Music played in certain levels and areas. They can be
adjusted by the Wowl Band, who are on a spaceship one player has assembled his first remix. The Rush Electronic Remix train and your contract expired orchestral remix can only be found on PC and Switch, however you can get the band to play a remix of Train Rush on consoles. Image Track Mafia
City (Electronic Remix) Mafia Boss (Orchestra Remix) Moon (Jazz Remix) Subcon Village (Sci-Fi Remix) Water Time Rift (Orchestral Remix) Train Rush (electronic remix) (PC and switch only) Your contract expired (Orchestral Remix) (PC and Switch Only) Costumes Print Deal DLC also adds suits To
unlock these suits Nyakuza Metro also adds a few more costumes that you can buy from cats found around the subway. Image Image Appearance, obtained by Description virtual Kid Outfit Complete The Challenge Death Desire Beat Heat Version Hat Kid, where it looks like it came straight from the
Nintendo 64 Raincoat Costume Complete Death Desire Challenge Asylum Codes in the Wind This is the same outfit Hat Kid wears while she came from space and down with the Mafia! Detective Outfit Complete Candle Challenge Snatcher Coins in Battle of the Birds This is the outfit Hat Kid wears during
the murder on the Owl Express. The queen's costume dress complete the candle-challenge Snatcher Coin in Subcon Forest This is an outfit queen Vanessa wears in Storybook Pages. Hiking costume shorts Complete candle challenge Snatcher Coins in Alpine Skyline This outfit is the same outfit that
Banjo wears in Banjo Kazooie. The Transcendental Costume Complete Death Desire Challenge Disease has Speedrun Changes Hat Kid space as texture, and makes her eyes closed. Metal Suit Full Of Death Challenge Desire Rift Collapse: Dead Bird Studio This costume makes Hat Kid look like Metal
Mario from Super Mario 64. Parade Costume Complete Death Wish Challenge Killing Two Birds This is an outfit Hat Kid wears during the big parade. Witch Costume Complete Death Desire Challenge BreachIng Contract Gives Hat Kid dress with purple belt, and an engraving of Snatcher's face on a
purple collar shirt. 24 Carat Kid Costume Complete Death Wish Challenge No More Bad Guys makes Hat Kid look shiny and gold. Shadow Dolls Complete Death Desire Call Print Deal This costume makes Hat Kid look like The Snatcher itself. The Nyakuza Varsity jacket was bought from one of three
alleys of cats near the jewelry store for 225 pons. Purple hoodie with yellow sleeves, pockets in the shape of a cat, golden zipper and cat tail hanging from the back. A handy sweater bought from a cat at the yellow Overpass station next to a blue ticket gate for a 200 pons purple sweater, featuring a hot
mug on it. Wireframe Bought from a cat in the yellow station Overpass just after the yellow ticket gate for 200 pons This outfit also increases the Hat Kid hat to show how the frame too, completing any talents equipped to show the wire frame of the base hat. Trivia The Time Stop Hat doesn't have Flairs on
the console version, but has some on the PC and switch version of the game. The Brewing Hat is the only hat to have only one Flair, outside the Nyakuza Metro DLC competition was held on Kickstarter to decide on the design for Backer's exclusive hat. The winning design was unused, but the model for
it still remains in the game files. Despite adding in many new dyes, Flairs and costumes, nyakuza Metro DLC has all its customization options purchased exclusively through its many gang sellers, none of which featured in roulette. The contents of the community of sources are available according to CC-
BY-SA, unless otherwise stated. Noted.
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